It was Troy’s 10\textsuperscript{th} birthday and Mum and Dad gave him a football.
Troy kicked the ball in the garden.
Mum and Dad organised an outing to a fun-fair and Troy invited his seven friends.
They travelled on a train to the fun-fair. They enjoyed the train ride.
They arrived at the fun-fair, and Dad paid for them to go inside.
First they played in the ‘bumper’ cars. They enjoyed the cars. It was fun to bump into each other!
Then they looked at the shooting stall, but they didn’t play because they didn’t like the prizes.
Next they went on the big wheel.
Then they went on the 'big dipper'. It was very fast and they were worried!
After lunch they walked into the big tent. They wanted to see the clowns.
They watched the clowns and they laughed. Then the clowns invited Troy to open a big box.
Troy opened the big box and looked inside.
Inside the box was a clown. The clown climbed out of the box.
The clown chased Troy with a water-pistol! Troy ran away, but Troy got wet!
Then Mum bought ice-creams. They licked the ice-cream.
It was time to go home. They had enjoyed Troy’s birthday outing to the funfair.
Troy's Birthday Outing

Regular Past Tense Verbs

- Arrived
- Chased
- Climbed
- Enjoyed
- Invited
- Kicked
- Licked
- Looked
- Opened
- Organised
- Played
- Travelled
- Walked
- Wanted
- Watched
- Worried